Dartmouth Is Conceded First in New England Championships.

Tech Team Is Weak.

As the date of the New England Intercollegiate baseball championship approaches it becomes more and more evident that Tech is weaker than in previous years, and that Dartmouth can scarcely be kept from winning. Tech's last year's point winners, and the men who were counted on as the marksman bringing the championship to Techology at last, have not shown the form which Capt. Russell could have expected.

The novelty of the game was that Dartmouth, who has always shown themselves to be the strongest team on the field, won the game with only 4 points to Tech's 3. This was due to Captain Keene, who, in addition to his well known batting ability, showed up as a pitcher and did wonders as a base runner.

Several of the Dartmouth men who have been making a name for themselves this year were not in the game.

Many Members Gave Interesting Talks at the Smoker in Union Last Night.

The Electrical Engineering Society held a smoker last night in the Union. The meeting was the last of the society for the year. Refreshments were served at the beginning of the evening, and when everybody got comfortably settled P. C. Weiss, ex-president of the society, called the meeting to order informally. Mr. Walsie outlined the history of the society in a few words. He said that it is the oldest Electrical Engineering society in America. They have always been so successful in obtaining good speakers that it has not been found necessary to join the American Institute of Electrical Engineers. The members and the officers for the coming year were called on to turn in any ideas which they might have, or to tell any good stories which might occur to them. The interesting stories were well received, and we are urged to set all the Seniors in class at least once a month.

The meeting adjourned with a closing talk by Mr. Weiss.

INTER-CLASS GAMES.

New England Championships.

Freshman and Sophomore Teams to Meet This Week.

On Thursday and Saturday afternoon of this week the Freshman and Sophomore baseball teams will be scheduled to have two warm battles. The Freshman have not in practice so far as the Sophomore, but several of the men who are out for the latter team have already shown themselves to be in good form.

The Freshman team has not been definitely made up as yet, but the following men are likely to be used: W. W. Vaillant, '15, C. A. A. meet; H. T. Hillyard, '14, J. H. Barber and Hall, '15, Oxford; R. H. Prakcy, '14, and F. B. P. Parkes, '15, who also are the members of the Freshman team in the New England championships.

TREASURERS TO MEET.

T. J. Duffield, chairman of the Auditing Committee of the Finance Committee, will meet all treasurers of professional societies who are not present in this Spring in the Union next Friday evening at 7.30 P. M. The treasurers should bring bank statements, all bills (both paid and unpaid), and journals.

The tennis tournament struggles against the weather quite a bit before the exams are very slight. Interclass baseball gets away to a late start.

Both baseball teams evincing much interest. Interclass baseball at the postponement of the game.

TECH WILL FIGHT FOR SECOND PLACE IN MEET.

E. E. SOCIETY HAS LAST MEETING OF THE YEAR.

Lecture on Mines to Be Given Tonight.

Talk in Union Tonight by Mr. Ross, Who Has Travelled in South America.

PLANNED TO GIVE MEN A TRAINING IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND LAW.

BUSINESS COURSE TO BE ESTABLISHED.

BALENDAR.

Wednesday, May 21, 1913.

4.30—Freshman-Freshman Baseball Game—Field.